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Four very nice presentations        
• Kamin:   Model simulations (?)  All the numbers you want to know.  

Clean and simple.  
 
But too clean?   When looking at the empirical evidence (other 
papers):  

 
• Worry about identification 
• Worry about the magnitudes 

 
Two questions 
 
• Conventional versus unconventional policies?  
• Normative implications, and room for coordination?  
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Identification        
• The issue.  Many reasons why yields may go up/down: 

 
• News about the economy 
• News about the reaction function 
• No news; risk appetite 
 
Different implications for output:  
• Identification Loungani:  look at stocks and bonds  (3 shocks, 2 

variables?) 
• Identification Gagnon:   

• Non announcement days:  news about the economy 
• Announcement days:  news about both eco and reaction function 

• Identification Glick?  
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• Effects on exchange rates 
• Kamin   25bp gives 1% dollar depreciation 
• Gagnon 25bp gives 0.15% dollar depreciation (?) 
• Glick     25bp gives 1% dollar depreciation 

 
Effects on stock prices 
 Gagnon.  Positive for FOMC announcement days ?  
 

• Effects on foreign output 
• Kamin.  25bp in LT rate:  +.25% in foreign output 
• Loungani (Osorio-Vesperoni.)  25bp in LT rate:   -2% in IP  
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Magnitudes?         



Conventional versus non conventional        

Debunk  “wall of liquidity’’ metaphors/rhetoric.  
• Conventional/unconventional.  Asset swaps.  Money for ST 

bonds, or money for (say) LT bonds.    
• Effect through term structure of rates, and then on investors’  

decisions.  
 
Conventional 
• Effect  on LT rate through expectations 
Unconventional 
• Effect on LT rate through term premium 
 
Why should the effects be different (for a given LT rate change?)   
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Conventional versus non conventional  2        
• Different reaction functions of foreign central banks?  

 Does not seem to be the case.    
  Kamin: 0.4 for 1.0 in both cases 
  Gagnon.  I read as roughly similar as well 
 
Different behavior of investors? 
 Should they care about why the LT rate is lower?  
 Different behavior of the term premium if expectations or premium 
(first and second moments.) 
 Subjective uncertainty about movement in LT rate  
 
How different in practice?  
 Glick: suggests large.   
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Normative aspects?          
• The complaints of EMs: Currency wars.  The call for more 

coordination.   
 

• If inflation target, then Nash, using monetary policy in both domestic 
and foreign,  is efficient.  (1 target, 1 instrument) 
 

• If inflation target, and care about the e rate, then using monetary and 
fiscal policy (2 targets, 2 instruments) 
 

• If inflation target, e rate, and flows, then using monetary, fiscal, and 
capital controls is efficient.   
 

• Not clear what coordination (beyond exchange of info) would deliver.   
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